Hyper-frequeticy pulsed measurements have been performed at 3GHr. The stirnuhis duration was 300ns and the profile duration, which corresponds to the time for which the scattering parameters measurements are performed during the stimulus duration, was 25011s. The maximum stable gain MSG was determined under different pulsed conditions at I' ds = 10V (Fig. 4) . At room temperature in class B for the quiescent hias point, the MSG was -4dB. If the device was polarised in class A, the MSG obtained was IdB better because lhe device is hotter under these conditions and the surface trap states were lower 161, The MSG obtained at a chuck temperature of 150°C in class B was 2.5dB better than the first MSG for the same reason. So, by heating the device, the MSG can he improved. &froduction: In many practical variable structure systenls (VSS), the boundedness of the control input should be considered because of physical conslraints; the bounded control input cannot assure the global stability of the system. Hence some approaches arc proposed to estimate the stability region of mismatched uncertain VSS subject to hounded controllers. In 11, 4 techniques for estimating the ASR and PSR of mismatched uncertain VSS with a bounded colitroller were proposed.
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In this Lelter, consider the following mismatched uncerlain systems:
i = A x + B n + F ( t , z )
( 1) where x E R" is the state vector, II E: R" is the control input, and the continuous function flt,x) is the uncertainty which contains both the matched part and mismatched part. It is assumed Ilia1 F can be decomposed as r;Yt,x) = f l / , x ) + Bh(t,x), wherej: R+ x R" + Rn is the mismatched part and h : R+ x R" + R"' is the matched part. We denote the switching surface by U = 0, where the switching function U = Sr is an m-state vector. The following assuniplions are needed: Al: There exist known non-negative constants I C r and k, such that Before estimating the stability regions, the followhig result is given: lzmma: Select 0 i U < I, 0 < B < 1 and E > p such that the function g(u,P) = 4uz -4a + pz + E < 0. Define Q = 2(a -I)&. Then the following matrix is positive definite:
(b) /io\( = 0 and iizil f 0 In this case, thc purpose is to prove that any trajectory starting in Qq2 n ( ( 2 ,~) : iiail = 0) will converge, to r and stay in r thereafter. From eqn. 11, it can be seen that V 5 -?' ' LS? + ~{OCJI~MI IIW -~,)lI~lI + kuiiWl)ll~li 5 2((//11Ml li!4j -ql)llzli + k , ,~~! @~~)~~y~~. Hence, any trajectory starting in R,, n ((2,~) : iIal1 = 0) will converge to r a n d stay in r thereafter. 
Editor S correction
The expression for the modulation pulse after eqn. 6 should read: 
